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True or False                                                                                         
T or F___ When the server wins the first point of the game, the score is announced as love-15.                                                

T or F___ The score is 40-40 the next point determines the game winner.                                                                                      

T or F___ The score is 6 to 5. One player has won 6 games. The set is over.                                                                                     

T or F___ In a best of 3 sets match, the score is 6-4, 3-6. The match is over.                                                                                    

T or F ___The receiver may stand anywhere on his or her baseline.                                                                                                   

T or F ___ If you serve and your foot touches the baseline before you hit the ball it is called a foot fault?                               

T or F___ Ad out is the server’s advantage.                                                                                                                                            

T or F___ There are 4 choices if you win the toss.                                                                                                                                  

T or F___ When the server tosses the ball up in the air and then swings and misses it, the serve is a fault.                             

T or F___ The same person serves throughout the entire game.                                                                                                

T or F___ When a let is called on the serve, you get another serve.                                                                                                  

T or F___ You can reach over the net to hit a ball.                                                                                                                               

T or F___ During a point you can touch the net with your racket.                                                                                                      

T or F___ If a ball touches the net during a point then bounces in the opponent’s court it is a let.                                             

T or F___ Any player is entitled to call a let if a ball rolls onto the court while the point is in progress.                                      

T or F___ Players change ends of the court every time the number of games add up to an odd number .                                 

T or F___ Even if the ball is going out, you should wait until it bounces until you call it out.                                                        

T or F___ When calling the score before serving, you should call the higher score first.                                                               

T or F___ It is a player’s responsibility to call lines promptly and accurately.                                                                                   
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Multiple Choice 
The number of chances a player has to hit a good serve before losing the point is:                                                                    
a. one                                                                                                                                                                                                 
b. two                                                                                                                                                                                                      
c. three 
 
When the server tosses the ball up in the air and then swings and misses it, the serve is:                                                        
a. a let serve                                                                                                                                                                                            
b. a fault                                                                                                                                                                                                    
c. a bad toss                                                                                                                                                                                    
 
On the return of serve, the receiver must hit the ball:                                                                                                               
a. after it bounces                                                                                                                                                                             
b. before it bounces                                                                                                                                                  
 
During a point, a ball that lands on the baseline is considered:                                                                                                       
a. a let                                                                                                                                                                                                      
b. a fault                                                                                                                                                                                                  
c. a good ball                                                                                                                                                                                  
 
During the warm-up before a match, a player may:                                                                                                                     
a. hit some practice serves                                                                                                                                                              
b. rally with the opponent for about 5 to 10 minutes                                                                                                                            
c. both a and b                                                                                                                                                                     
 
If players cannot agree on the score, they should:                                                                                                                               
a. go back to the last score they can agree on                                                                                                                                         
b. start the match over                                                                                                                                                                         
c. use the score the server decides                                                                                                                                                           
 
A player who is unsure whether a ball was in or out should                                                                                              
a. ask for the point to be replayed                                                                                                                                                    
b. give your opponent the benefit of the doubt and agree the ball was in                                                                                       
c. ask people standing around if they saw it                                                                                                                                    
 
After the completion of the match, you should:                                                                                                                                  
a. make excuses for the loss                                                                                                                                          
b. shake hands with your opponent and tell them how much you enjoyed playing them                                                
c. Smash your racket and throw it in the trash can       
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Matching Exercise   

  


